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NHS Students, 

By now, you have surely heard Governor Baker has decided to keep schools closed 

through the remainder of the year. I just want to say I'm sorry. I had hoped we might 

have a chance to come back together as a school before the year finished. School 

offers far more than just the learning that takes place within the walls, and I really 

wanted you all to have a chance to see friends, be among classmates in familiar 

rooms, see your teachers and other trusted adults, walk the halls that have become 
your home away from home, and continue to grow within the caring community of 

NHS.  
 

For many of you, we will welcome you back in the fall and we will take great care of 

you again both academically and personally. For our seniors, I am especially sorry. 

This is not how we pictured the end of your time in the Needham Schools. You all 

deserve a very different experience than what you are having right now.  
 

There will be plenty more communication in the coming days about our remote 

learning at NHS through the rest of the year (thanks for all your survey responses), 

about plans to take care of our seniors as best as we can, about wrapping up the year 

for our 9th, 10th, and 11th grades, etc. For now, though, I just wanted to say that I 

am sorry. Two of my own children are in high school, and I saw firsthand the 

disappointment of today's news. We'll all soon shift our energy to making the most of 

the rest of the year, but for now, let's let ourselves be upset, frustrated, and sad.  

 

We won't be back in the building together, but school will continue throughout the 

coming weeks. Stay connected with your teachers, continue to complete your 

assignments, and stay engaged. We're with you in this, and it is important we remain 
together, especially now. 
 

In support, 

Mr. Sicotte 
 
-- 
Principal 
Needham High School 
781-455-0800 x22007 

 

 


